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Abstract
In the paper two contributions to silence detection problemare
described. The first contribution is a classifier based on deci-
sion graphs construction. Furthermore we performed the In-
dependent Component Analysis on MFCC parameterization of
used speech corpus and evaluated the influence of this method
on voice activity detection accuracy. For experiments we used
the decision graphs and HMM based classifier.

1. Introduction
The aim of the silence detection is to find beginning and the
end of an utterance. In a lot of practical application there are
many problems with the silence detection. The silence detection
may be a part of signal processing module because the silence
detection is necessary to cepstral mean normalization or toother
normalization technique.

We absolutely cannot consider the speech detection prob-
lem to be solved. After all, the highly accurate silence detection
problem is comparable to a speech recognition problem.

In this work we focus on utilization speech parameteriza-
tion (MFCC) developed for our speech recognition system. This
parameterization process is demonstrated in Figure 1. In this
paper we described two different approaches to silence detect-
ing. The first approach lies in classification which classifies
each segment independently on each other segments. The most
popular method which corresponds to the first approach com-
putes short-term energy and uses a fixed or variable threshold
[1] [2]. More general classification methods exploit usual or
contemporary classification method. In the paper we described
a method based on decision graphs construction i.e. hierarchical
ordered set of classifiers.

Figure 1:A parameterization process and the first approach to
silence detection method.

The second approach to silence detection method is con-

cerned with methods classifying a sequence of segments (fea-
ture vectors) which represents the whole utterance. The main
representative of these methods (HMM based classifier) was
implemented and its description follows bellow.

However, some algorithms are common for both ap-
proaches, for example linear or even non-linear transformation
of feature vectors. This phase we call ”feature vectors post-
processing”. In the paper we describe and evaluate one of the
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) methods.

The paper is structured as follows: The short description
of the corpus is in Section 2. Section 3 delineates the ICA
generally. Section 4 describes the feature vector postprocess-
ing phase, the ICA on the MFCC components. Binary decision
graphs are described in the Section 5. Section 6 describes the
experiments and shows the results. We made the conclusion in
Section 7.

2. Used corpus
In our experiment we used the Czech high-quality speech cor-
pus [3]. The Czech high-quality speech corpus is a read-
speech database consisting of the speech of 100 speakers. Each
speaker reads 40 sentences identical for all speakers. The
database of text prompts from which the sentences were se-
lected was obtained in an electronic form from the web pages
of Czech newspaper publishers [4]. Special consideration was
given to the selection of sentences, since they provide a repre-
sentative distribution of the more frequent triphone sequences
(reflecting their relative occurrences in natural speech).The
corpus was recorded in the office where only the speaker
was present. Recordings were performed using the notebook
IBM TP 760 ED owing to a very silent operation of this com-
puter (it hasn’t any fan). Each sentence was recorded simul-
taneously by two microphones. The close-talking microphone
(Sennheisser HMD410-6) yielded a high-quality utterances, the
desk microphone (Sennheisser ME65) recorded utterances in-
cluding common office noise. Speech corpus was digitized at
44.1 kHz with 16-bit resolution.

We used the high-quality HMM based speech recognition
system [3] for construction the training and the test set by means
of applying forced alignment. We fixed the ratio of size of the
training set to size of the test set as approximately 4. Finally,
our training set consists of 2,210,281 classified segments and
our test set consists of 559,695 classified segments.

3. Independent Component Analysis
Assume that each element of vectorx is some linear combina-
tion of the elements of the “original” (source) random variable
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s, i.e.:
x = As (1)

wherex is anm-dimensional vector of observations,s is the
n-dimensional vector of the ”source” components andA is the
m×n mixing matrix. Task of ICA is to determine the unmixing
matrixW such as

ŝ = Wx (2)

where ideallŷs = s or it is a ”good” approximation in general.
There exist several conceptual approaches to solving this

problem based on different assumptions of properties of source
feature vectors. These assumptions can be a part of a-priori
knowledge and/or can impose some statistical or temporal prop-
erties of resulting components.

As the name suggest, ICA method assume statistical inde-
pendence among the source components of the stream. This in-
dependence is described by so-calledcontrast (objective) func-
tion. So, by maximizing this function we obtain as independent
component as possible (measured by the contrast function).

One common choice of the contrast function is a negen-
tropy. Because estimation of negentropy is a very difficult task,
usually an approximation is used. To find one independent com-
ponent, i.e. to find vectorwi such assi = wix, wherewi is
thei-th row of the matrixW andsi is i-th element of vector of
sources, we find maximum of following function

JG(wi) = [E{G(wT

i x)} − E{G(ν)}]2 (3)

WhereG is some (non-quadratic) function which act as the
model probability density function andν is random variable
with (multivariate) standard normal distribution. Moreover, we
impose the constraintE{(wT

i x)2} = 1. The extraction of de-
sired number of independent components is an iterative process
and consists of extraction of one (the most independent) compo-
nent in each step. This approach is called thedeflation scheme.
There exist different schemes, too [5].

To perform ICA, we used the FastICA algorithm. This algo-
rithm is proved to have quadratic convergence rate in the worst
case and cubic convergence rate in most cases [5]. Moreover,
unlike other algorithms, the algorithm is able to determinecom-
ponents of almost any non-Gaussian distribution, depending on
the choice ofG. The choice of functionG affect other prop-
erties of estimated IC, thus we can chooseG to deliver special
properties of independent components.

4. Application of ICA to MFCC feature
vectors

In the first experiment, we tested the benefits of ICA trans-
formations and the pseudo-language model influence on HMM
classifier performance in VAD task. Firstly, the type ofG func-
tion was chosen. We choseG(u) = 1

4
u4. Using this function,

we obtained a kurtosis-based approximation of negentropy.
The complete training data from the corpus described above

were used to estimate the unmixing matrixW. The resulting
matrix was used for preprocessing both the training as well as
the testing data in the following way: firstly, for every speech
record we take all it’s observation vectors and form anm × T
matrix X, wherem is the dimension of the observation vec-
tor (36 in our case) andT is the length of a given record (the
number of observed vectors).

The decomposition was performed in the following way:
suppose thatxt is thet-th column of the matrixX, andµ is the

mean vector of them observation vectorX, then the estimated
source components are

∀t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} : ŝt = W (xt − µ) + Wµ (4)

Please note, that the ICA method is non-discriminative, thus
does not take the a-priori information about supposed classifi-
cation decision into account. Because of the high dimensional-
ity of problem, we were unable to perform complete visualiza-
tion of data, thus studied only 2D slices of them dimensional
space. We found two ”typical” configuration of speech/non-
speech clusters, see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: 2D slice through data, left column – original data
space, right column – independent components space

5. Binary decision graphs
The method based on a binary decision graphs classifies a vector
representing the parameterized segment independently. A bi-
nary decision graph is an acyclic directed graph which can be
interpreted as generalized decision tree. There are some advan-
tages in comparison with a case of a decision tree usage. The
accuracy of classification increasing is the main contribution.
A decision graph construction algorithm attempts to find opti-
mal decision graph. The criterion of optimality we used is the
accuracy of resulting classifier on training data. In our exper-
iments we restricted the number of nodes and to avoid over-
training we fixed the maximal accuracy. There are two basic
possibilities of decision graph construction.

The first possibility is to transform a decision tree into a de-
cision graph. Our goal is not only to maximize the accuracy but
we also try to minimize number of nodes. Thus, the transfor-
mation converts a decision tree into a decision graph with the
same or higher accuracy and simultaneously tries to reduce the
number of nodes as much as possible. The transformation con-
sists in a sequence of several relatively simple operationssuch
as nodes merging and nodes deleting.

The second possibility of decision graph construction is
to construct directly decision graph. Simple algorithm which
implements the second possibility is the modification of top-
down decision tree construction algorithm. The modification
lies in the mentioned transformation usage before leaf expan-
sion. Hence, the decision graph construction algorithm works
as follows
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1. Start with a set of all examples at the root node.

2. While the number of nodes is lower than selected thresh-
old and the accuracy is lower than selected threshold do:

(a) Apply the transformation.

(b) Select some leaf noden.

(c) Evaluate all possible questions for noden, choose
optimal (or suboptimal) questionq and associate it
with the noden.

(d) Expand noden, i.e. create two successor nodes
nY ES and nNO and divide the set of examples
which belong to the noden according to the ques-
tion q.

3. Apply the transformation.

In general, the transformation in the inner cycle of the al-
gorithm may be different from the transformation outside the
cycle and may even decrease the accuracy, but we chosen iden-
tical transformations.

We restricted all possible questions, which segments the in-
put vector space, to linear classificators. Therefore, the resultant
shapes of both classes in the input vector space are assembled
from hyper plains.

There are two crucial points in the decision graph construc-
tion algorithm which need to be dealt in greater detail. The first
crucial point is the question evaluation and the suboptimalques-
tion searching algorithm. Our question evaluation function E

evaluating a questionq is defined:

E(q, TS) =

nE
X

i=1

ci · Ei(q, TS), (5)

whereTS is the training set,Ei is the i-th partial evaluating
function and manually fixedci is the weight of functionEi.
We used the relative number of corrected classification error es-
timation as partial evaluating function besides entropy. These
functions had very similar weights. The other simpler partial
evaluating function had relatively low weights. We apply ge-
netic algorithm as a (sub)optimal question searching algorithm.
The second crucial point is the selecting of leaf node which will
be expanding later. Our algorithm tries to expand all leaf nodes
and it selects the leaf node of which expansion corrects most
errors.

In addition to one single decision graph, we utilized a set of
decision graphs. Each decision graph in the set is constructed
from a unique part of the training set. Unique parts can be se-
lected in fully random manner or can be determined by some
automatic clustering method. We utilized the second possibil-
ity. Our implemented clustering is a simple non hierarchical
k-means algorithm. The value of number of clustersk is con-
sidering in section Experiments and Results.

6. HMM based silence detector
An HMM based silence detector belongs to the second type of
silence detection methods for its using context of segment abil-
ity. An HMM based silence detector is a modified HMM based
speech recognition system. Hence, we could distinguish three
parts of the HMM based silence detector.

The first part is an acoustic model. The acoustic model
in the HMM based speech recognition consists of models of
phonemes or more differentiated units such as triphones, i.e.
phones situated between two specific phones. The acoustic

model in our HMM based speech detection comprised of only
two models: the model of silence and the model of speech. Each
model permitted generation of exactly one segment of acoustic
signal. The output probability density function assigned to each
state was approximated by Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
with diagonal covariance matrices. The number of mixtures in
GMM is given by the experiment results in the Section 7.

The second part is a pseudo-language model which is im-
plemented as a pseudo-word net.

We used ann-gram based pseudo-language model. The
model was based on language having only two words: “silence”
and “speech”. In our experiments we used the bigram based
pseudo-language model (see Figure 3) and the zerogram based
pseudo-language model for the evaluation of the benefit of the
bigram based model consideration.

Figure 3: Pseudo-language model for HMM based silence de-
tector.

Described bigram based pseudo-language model is not suit-
able for a real-time silence detector [6]. There is a windown

segments in length in a real-time silence detector and different
pseudo-language model which is wholly depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Pseudo-language model for HMM based real-time
silence detector.

The last part, the searching strategy, is not different from
speech recognition case. We used the Baum-Welch algorithm
to estimate the parameters of the acoustic model.

7. Experiments and results
In the first experiment the method based on binary decision
graphs was considered. In this experiment we were changing
the maximal number of nodesm in one decision graph and
number of clustersk and we were observing the accuracy of
the silence/speech classification. The results of the second ex-
periment are in Table 1. There are some significant columns in
the table and in Table 2. In the first column i.e. form = 1
is applied only an a priori information for each cluster. In the
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second column i.e. form = 3 only one linear classifier is used
in each cluster.

Table 1:The results of classification by means of sets of binary
decision graphs without ICA.

k m = 1 m = 3 m = 10 m = 20 m = 30

1 78.73 % 96.41 % 96.98 % 97.03 % 97.03 %
10 92.36 % 96.50 % 97.11 % 97.21 % 97.22 %
100 95.44 % 96.91 % 97.26 % 97.30 % 97.32 %
200 95.39 % 97.04 % 97.26 % 97.28 % 97.29 %
300 95.92 % 96.96 % 97.20 % 97.22 % 97.23 %

In the table there are some emphasized cells which indicate
the maximum number of regions for selected maximal number
of nodes in one region. The high number of regions leads to
over-training for high number of nodes.

In the second experiment the contribution of ICA using
binary decision graphs construction was considered. Table2
shows the results of the second experiment.

Table 2:The results of classification by means of ICA and sets
of binary decision graphs.

k m = 1 m = 3 m = 10 m = 20 m = 30

1 78.73 % 78.73 % 78.73 % 78.73 % 78.73 %
10 94.34 % 95.34 % 96.09 % 96.28 % 96.34 %
100 96.12 % 96.34 % 97.62 % 96.69 % 96.73 %
200 95.97 % 96.27 % 96.58 % 96.67 % 96.67 %
300 96.18 % 96.40 % 96.67 % 96.72 % 96.74 %

The ICA significantly decreases accuracy in general with
exception ofm = 1. The results indicate that the linear classi-
fier training on the data transformed by ICA converges worse in
spite of the fact, that the linear classifier with the same accuracy
must exist.

The third experiment considers the HMM based silence de-
tector. In experiments, we tested the benefits of the ICA trans-
form and the pseudo-language model influence on HMM clas-
sifier performance. Figure 5 shows the results of the third ex-
periment. For the HMM based silence detector the classifier
trained on ICA transformed data outperformed the HMM clas-
sifier trained on “plain” data. Moreover, the pseudo-language
modeling was also found to be beneficial.

8. Conclusions and future work
In the paper we described problems with silence detection. In
our experiments we compared two different approaches and we
considered the benefit of ICA. Although the MFCC parameter-
ization ensures decorrelated components, we additionallypro-
cessed the data with FastICA algorithm. The way the FastICA
algorithm extracts the independent components guaranteesnot
only the decorrelation (i.e. the independence of second mo-
ments), but it also maximizes independence of fourth moments.
According to the experiments with HMM based silence detec-
tor, our hypothesis, that this higher degree independence shall
positively influence the performance of classifiers, seems to be
legitimate. Finally, the experiment results show that bothpre-
sented approaches to silence detection are applicable in a speech
processing systems.
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Figure 5:Performace of HMM Based Silence Detector.

Nowadays, we are extending the decision graphs construc-
tion algorithm to use more sophisticated classification method
such as Support Vector Machines. These advanced classifiers
will allow us to use the ICA preprocessed data in decision
graphs. In the future, we want to create robust real-time si-
lence detector specialized for dialog system. Another aim is to
apply the decision based method in audiovisual speech recogni-
tion system as a posteriors estimation algorithm.
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